Jan 31, 33
Cripps's Corner,
Forest Row,
Sussex.

Dear Fisher,

I have been reading a very pleasant spoken book by Douglas White, which interested me a good deal. It is on intimate sex problems. Would you kindly let me know whether he has made an unimportant blunder in the quotation given below? A single line in reply would oblige. I am very.eighty-really not-much of a realist, but I thought that was wrong. I do not in the least know how
you would reach to White's book.

Yours sincerely,

Duncan Darrow

Modern light on Sex of Manasseh White (Skiffington 1 4 10

"The only difference between the two contributions is now believed to be that, in mammals, the sperm holds the decisive element for the deterministic of sex.

( X of the 2 sexes)